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Abstract

Ž .Spatial phase shifting SPS is a good method to exclude time-dependent phase variations from interferometric phase
measurements, since the phase shifted data are acquired simultaneously but from different points. This leads to problems
when SPS is applied to electronic speckle pattern interferometry. The speckled object wave contains a multitude of phase
and intensity gradients that violate the assumption of constant object intensity and phase on adjacent data points, from which
most phase reconstruction formulas are derived. Based on today’s knowledge of second-order properties of speckle fields,
some phase retrieval algorithms specially adapted to SPS are proposed that improve the phase maps obtained. Quantitative
experimental results are given to estimate the amount of improvement. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The introduction of phase shifting has greatly enhanced the capabilities of electronic speckle pattern interferometry
Ž . w x Ž . w xESPI 1,2 . In most cases, temporal phase shifting TPS is applied 3 . A drawback of this technique is that random
time-dependent phase fluctuations during the recording time of the phase shifted frames, caused by vibration, air turbulence,
or rapid object motion, can spoil the measurement.

Ž .To overcome these problems, spatial phase shifting SPS can be used, where the phase of the reference wave is not
w xshifted in time but in one spatial direction over the sensor 4,5 . To achieve this, a conventional ESPI set-up is modified by

Ž . Ž .enlarging the speckle size from d pixel width to about kd k)1, kgR , and by shifting the origin of the reference wave
Ž .by D x from the centre of the aperture, as shown in Fig. 1a. This generates a linear phase shift b D x in the x-direction of

Ž .the sensor. If a three bucket phase shifting algorithm is applied, kf3 and the irradiance at a pixel in sensor column nqm
w xmay conveniently be written as 5 :

I s I 1qg sinc Fr2 cos w qnbqmbqC , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .nqm 0 n

Ž .with ns2, . . . , My1 M is the column count of the camera ; msy1, 0, 1; I is the mean intensity; g is the visibility;0

F is the phase angle over which the pixels integrate the intensity; w is the object phase to be found at a pixel in column n;n
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